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EDUCATION

INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOLS PILOT
QUICK GUIDE
SUPPORTING YOUR SCHOOLS TO DELIVER
ACCELERATED LEARNING IN REMOTE,
HYBRID, AND IN-PERSON INSTRUCTIONAL
SETTINGS

INTERNATIONAL PILOT QUICK GUIDE

OUR
PARTNERSHIP
PROPOSAL
DEMONSTRABLE LEARNING
OUTCOMES ACROSS YOUR
SCHOOLS
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hizz Education is your partner
accountable for learning
outcomes. Over a ten-week period, we
will work together to implement a pilot
programme that will show the early signs
of accelerated learning in students. Our
solutions are designed to achieve whole
school improvement, enabling your school/
Group of Schools’ leadership team to see
the beginnings of accelerated learning in
your individual school(s) and at a school
group level.
Throughout the pilot, we will analyse
real-time data on student engagement,
achievement and learning progress, taking
into consideration the local contextual
realities of the participating school.
Equipped with this quantitative and
qualitative information, your leadership
team can make informed decisions on
future teaching and support strategies
across individual schools and the Group as
a whole.
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ALIGNING WITH YOUR
SUCCESS CRITERIA
To gain the most out of our partnership, we will begin with an exploratory meeting with your leadership team
to define your strategic aims and understand what success looks like for you.
With a shared understanding of your vision and goals, we will collaborate with you to support your schools.
While this is a no-cost pilot partnership, your commitment to fully engage with the pilot will be vital in
maximising learning gains.
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TRAINING

SUPPORTING YOU AT
EVERY STAGE

To ensure that your Senior Leaders, Maths leads, and teachers
have a solid understanding of how to make the most efficient
and effective use of our individualised learning solutions, we will
provide a thorough remote-learning experience that introduces
how our partnership operates, the differentiated and scaffolded
virtual tutoring service, our methods of continuous formative
assessment and advise on any remedial action required,
ensuring we are always accountable for learning outcomes.

FUNCTIONALITY :
Setting up the learning environment and integrating it
within your teaching process

At every step of the programme, we are
there to support you and your teachers. Each
school is allocated to one of our experienced
Education Success Partners, who will assist
with the onboarding of students and work
with you to ensure a smooth implementation
of the pilot and be your central point of
contact. Should your teachers require
support during a lesson, we are there for
them then, too, with our realtime Whizz
Assist support team on hand to make sure
that every lesson goes as smoothly as
possible.
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EVIDENCE OF LEARNING PROGRESS :
Achieving efficacy through productive use of the
individualised and adaptive virtual learning solution will
show the early signs of accelerated learning.

INSIGHTS TO INFORM OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MAXIMISING LEARNING YIELD :
By using the real-time quantitative data and applying the
qualitative data gathered during the pilot, how can our
implementation be scaled up across your entire school/
Group of Schools using best practices, simultaneously
driving down the cost per student.
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BUILDING STRONGER
RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN YOUR
SCHOOLS & PARENTS
Working in partnership with Whizz
Education fosters closer relationships
between your school(s) and parents, which
creates the triangle of success essential
for maximising children’s learning gains.
Not only does each child have their own
individualised account, but their parents
also have a linked account so they too can
encourage their child to continue learning
at home and see the progress their child
is making via the parent dashboard.
This information can direct your parental
engagement plans as part of a continuity
plan which extends teaching beyond the
classroom.
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ACTIONABLE DATA

MEETING TO REVIEW SUCCESS

Your Group Leadership team, the leadership
team of your individual schools, and
Maths leads will have access to central
and school reporting to evaluate the
engagement and progress throughout
your pilot. This data provides detailed
information from the individual student to
the aggregation of data at a school/Group
level, allowing you to see patterns in your
schools’ results. By combining the hard
data with the story behind the data from
your individual schools, together we can
identify insights into learning dynamics,
gaps and opportunities for development
across your Group of Schools. Furthermore,
subject to partnership continuity, this will
inform an ongoing implementation design
and plan to achieve your learning outcome
objectives. Should there be varying levels
of engagement, usage, and progress made
across your school/Group of Schools during
the pilot, together, we can identify what
may have occurred to provide the context
behind the raw data. Equipped with this
information, you can be confident in the
decisions you make to achieve your school/
Group of Schools’ objectives in the future.

To help your team gauge our pilot partnership’s success, our
data insight and education teams will prepare a full executive
summary that includes feedback from participating school(s).
This report forms the core of the review meeting agenda, which
takes place at the pilot programme’s fulfilment. Having discussed
the success of the programme, we can then consider how to
continue our partnership.
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WEEK 0
Teacher training, Parental engagement sessions and students
are uploaded.

WEEK 1
Receive a welcome to the pilot programme email

WEEK 2
A meeting to answer your questions

YOUR PILOT
PROGRAMME
TIMELINE

Having agreed to work together to
achieve your learning outcomes, the pilot
programme progresses along this timeline.
Remember, we are with you every step of
the way.

WEEK 3
A catch-up with your Commercial Partner from Whizz Education

WEEK 4
Receive an email informing you of the latest data on the usage,
engagement and progress of the schools, classes, and individual
students on your pilot programme

WEEK 5
A meeting with your Commercial partner from Whizz Education

WEEK 6

whizz

Progress check-in call

EDUCATION

WEEK 7
Arrange a review meeting towards the end of your pilot
programme and receive a check-in email from your Education
Success Partner

LET’S
GET STARTED

Survey sent to your leadership team and teachers on the pilot
so we can combine that information with our data analysis to
deliver an actionable report for you

To discuss how we can help you
achieve your desired learning goals via
our pilot offer, contact me
Jean-Francois Lucas, Managing
Director, International

WEEK 9

Tel: +44-(0)7493-026514

Review meeting during which you will see how closely the
pilot programme has achieved your KPIs, along with a detailed
discussion of the data stories and survey feedback

Jean-Francois.Lucas@
whizzeducation.com

WEEK 8

www.whizzeducation.com

WEEK 10
A final meeting to discuss the outcomes from the review
meeting and decide how best to progress our partnership

marketing@whizzeducation.com
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While every effort has been taken to verify the accuracy of this information, Whizz Education Ltd. cannot accept
any responsibility or liability for reliance by any person on this report or any of the information, opinions or
conclusions set out in this report.

CONTACT US

OUR AGENTS

UNITED KINGDOM

NEW ZEALAND

Whizz Education Ltd
Macmillan House
Platform 1, Paddington Station
London, W2 1FT
United Kingdom

iLearn Interactive
PO Box 200
Mangawhai, 0540
New Zealand

Tel: +44 (0) 203 328 6564
Email: support@whizz.com

USA
Whizz Education, Inc.
PO Box 3060,
Roanoke, VA. 24015,
United States
support@whizz.com

KENYA

Tel: +64 9 431 4466
Email: info@ilearn.co.nz

THAILAND
Nanmee Books
11 Soi Sukhumvit 31 (Sawasdee)
Sukhumvit Road, Klongtoey Nua
Wattana, Bangkok, 10110
Thailand
Tel:+66 (0) 2662 3000
Email: mathswhizz@nanmeebooks.com

Whizz Education
Karen Office Park,
Hemingways Building
PO Box 2101-00502
Nairobi
Kenya
+254 734 774 972
kenya@whizzeducation.com

UAE
Whizz Education
Office EO-17, 3rd Floor
Building 12
Dubai International Academic City
PO Box 98427
Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 454 8340
Email: support@whizz.com
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